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ABSTRACT. With the rapid development in recent years, the architecture and data
sources of energy internet (EI) becomes increasingly complicated. It is a good
opportunity and trend to combine energy equipment and information based on
blockchain technology. However, high computational complexity inherently due to
the blockchain must be addressed to achieve rapidly user electricity prediction. In
this paper, an algorithm model of a blockchain technology combined with a broad
learning data fusion algorithm is proposed. A novel and detailed combination model
is introduced, mainly including CNN and LSTM model. Combination model
considers energy data and blockchain data as parameter, and defines selection logic
to guarantee user electricity forecast accuracy. Our proposed solution takes the
advantage of CNN model in prediction accuracy and computation complexity, and
advantage of LSTM model in long term memory. Further experiments illustrate that
our solution achieves higher prediction accuracy of 94.1% (without considering the
influence of real-time data), with the best result achieved ever. The experimental
prediction results provide underlying insights to guide the direction of system
resource planning.
KEYWORDS: Blockchain, Broad Learning, CNN+LSTM, Data Fusion, Energy
Internet.
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1. Introduction
Energy internet (EI) is an energy information fusion network constructed by the
Internet concept, with a large-power grid as the backbone network and a micro-grid
as the local area network [1]. EI is a kind of pan-energy system. Under the guidance
of new connotations such as open and interconnected, user-centered and distributed
peer-to-peer sharing, its energy transactions will tend to be diversified, the
information will be transparent, and transactions will be timely [2]. EI has an open
and peer-to-peer information integration architecture, and truly realizes multidirectional on-demand transmission of energy and dynamic balanced applications
[3]. There is a trend of "three flows" of energy flow, information flow and value
flow. Many countries in the world have started the research and development of
their own EI projects. The FREEDM research project in the United States has
proposed the concept of the Internet of Energy from the perspective of distributed
power distribution network [4]. The Swiss Future Energy Network Vision project
focuses on the integration of different energy forms, in line with RIFKIN J's concept
of multi-network integration [5]. The E-Energy plan in Germany proposes the
concept of the Internet of Energy from the perspective of ICT (the information and
communication technology) to optimize the operation of power systems [6].
EI faces multiple obstacles at the technical and institutional levels. For example,
the operation decision of a complex system, the breadth balance of multiple energy
sources, the credibility of the open network subject, and the trading mechanism of a
shared platform. Under the current model, energy transactions require a large
number of third-party management agencies to build and maintain transaction
credits, and therefore generate unnecessary high costs [7]. At the same time, the
complexity of data information, data sources, and related information in the EI
continues to increase. The multi-source observation information stored in the EI
Data Center cannot be merely a simple and continuo us accumulation but need to be
effectively fused and processed. Due to the development of data information, the
development of information capacity and information processing speed have far
exceeded the processing capacity of previous systems. To promote the further
development of the energy system in the EI, the existing energy trading model needs
to be changed, and the data fusion technology in EI needs to be updated.
The decentralization, transparency, and fairness of blockchain technology are in
line with the concept of EI [8]. The application of blockchain technology in the
energy network will further promote the construction and change of EI [9]. The
stages of blockchain technology [10] research can be divided into the first stage with
"Bitcoin [11]" as main technology, the second stage with "Ethereum [12]" as main
technology, and the third stage with "HyperLedger [13]" as main technology. The
current stage is in the period from the second phase to the third phase of the
blockchain research. The in-depth study of blockchain and the diversified
presentation of data make the third-stage application areas of blockchain continue to
expand (for example, data tracking, anti-counterfeiting traceability, identity
authentication, intellectual property protection, energy manage [14]).
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At present, many companies and researchers have begun to explore the
application of blockchain technology in EI. The Filament Company in the United
States experimentally arranged a set of detection devices called "taps" on the grid
nodes in the outback of Australia, and established a corresponding communication
mechanism for these detection devices based on the blockchain system [15]. The US
energy company LO3 Energy, in collaboration with Consensus Systems, a Bitcoin
development company, has established an interactive grid platform based on the
blockchain system called 'TransActive Grid', in the Gowanus and Park Slope
neighborhoods of Brooklyn, New York [16]. The Scanergy project in EU aims to
achieve direct transactions of small users' green energy based on blockchain systems
[17].
In the field of research, there have been some successful applications of
blockchain to deal with EI. In [18], scholars have proposed a mechanism framework
for implementing distributed decision-making and coordinated autonomy of EI
multi-module system using blockchain technology, and discussed the key
technologies of blockchain and EI. In [19], scholars have proposed an automatic
demand response scheme for a decentralized energy storage system based on the
blockchain. The corresponding subjects in EI will automatically adjust their power
requirements according to the system's real-time operating conditions and
parameters according to established criteria. In [20], scholars have proposed a
method of weakly centralized management of power transactions based on
blockchain in the EI, which enables market participants to spontaneously trade based
on smart contracts.
The related research and company projects introduced above have solved certain
problems from different perspectives of the EI, but they have not achieved true
multi-source data fusion applications. The combined apply of EI and Blockchain
technology in this paper requires researchers to be able to effectively analyze and
process data information in EI and Blockchain. There are three types of blockchainrelated data: intra-chain block data, off-chain related data, and inter-chain migration
data. The block data in the chain records all transactions of the entire blockchain.
The off-chain related data is the external correlation and supplement of the block
data in the chain. In the research of this paper, it corresponds to the relevant power
data information of the EI. Inter-chain migration data is interaction data between
different blockchains. Research on data modeling and fusion based on these three
types of data is helpful to analyze the behavior characteristics of each core element
of the blockchain system.
Data fusion in the brand-new field of using blockchain technology, experts have
launched research and exploration, but lack a solution supported by feature learning
[21] theory as a tool, and the overall research is still in its infancy state. The work of
this paper focuses on applying the algorithm model of broad learning in the EI
system based on blockchain technology, and performing related manage such as
fusion manage and processing analysis of multi-source data.
Broad learning [22] is a method of researching data analysis, which is used to
perform fusion processing and mining on data from different data sources. Broad
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learning is seen as an extension of transfer learning [23], which fuses data from
different domains with complex network relationships to perform collaborative data
mining and analysis. The core of data analysis algorithms based on broad learning
have two characteristics: information fusion and knowledge discovery. The process
of algorithm is divided into two steps: information fusion [24] and knowledge
discovery. First, determine the information source of the problem, design the
corresponding model which used to effectively fuse the information in the
information source. Then perform deep mining and analysis of the fused
heterogeneous data.
In the application of EI, broad learning can fuse the information (from various
information sources inside and outside the power system) needed for the
development of the energy system. The broad learning algorithm uses different
energy data sources to extract useful information that can give guidance to datadriven EI business activities and use it as input to an automated decision-making
model. Broad learning technology can effectively expand the source of massive data
required for data driving, and improve the reliability of the generated decisions [25].
The algorithm in the paper takes POI features and user-related text information
as inputs. Combining CNN and LSTM deep neural network for modeling, a
contextual content awareness-POI prediction recommendation model [26] based on
broad learning is applied to optimize and innovate the operation mode of EI. Energy
equipment information, information data in the blockchain, and the evaluation of
electrical energy users are integrated in the model to predict the electricity demand
of electrical energy users in EI.
2. Energy Internet Project
2.1 Project Introduction
In recent years, State Grid has launched the “Ubiquitous Electricity Internet of
Things [27]”. This project based on the construction of the ubiquitous electric power
Internet of Things aims to promote the deep integration of the power grid and the
Internet, which comprehensively uses big data, blockchain technology, and new
artificial intelligence [28] technology. “Ubiquitous Electricity Internet of Things”
has fostered the development of new kinetic energy industries, expanded open
sharing, created an EI ecosystem [29] and continued to promote innovation in
energy production and consumption.
In traditional power grid organizations, substations, power stations, cables, user
information, materials, and other resources are the basic elements that make up the
ubiquitous electric power Internet of Things [30]. If data information of all elements
is directly stored in the system data center without packaging, it will cause data
management difficulties, poor scalability, poor interactivity, and poor availability.
At the same time, the overall effectiveness of the ubiquitous electric power Internet
of Things will be weakened fundamentally, which is unconducive to the unified
platform to provide "differential" data services to the application layer.
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The data sources of the power energy system [31] in this paper include the DMS
database system, microgrid group management system, flexible demand side
management system and DC power energy management system. On-column
switches, switch cabinets, and transformers make up DMS database system. Wind
power generators, photovoltaic power generation equipment, and energy storage
equipment form microgrid group management system. Flexible load-side
management system consisting of industrial load, commercial load, residential load,
electric vehicle. Build a multi-source data operation support platform based on the
above four systems. Two modules of multi-source collaborative optimization control
services and social public services are based on the data operation support platform
(shown in Figure 1).

Figure 1. EI Project Architecture Diagram.

The data structure of the EI in the paper uses the "L-SRT" model [32]. This
model is the logical top layer of "ubiquitous power IoT" and the logical principle of
data abstraction for all realistic elements. The main constituent elements in a strong
smart grid and the basic conceptual elements of the Internet are approximately
functionally matched to each other. Abstract the elements of energy, materials,
information, place, and transportation capacity according to their functions and
attributes into one or more of L, S, R, and T. Abstract the people, money, things, and
information in the electric power IoT into the "data" of the conceptual structure
model. Construct a basic paradigm of data abstraction, so that the full-service data
center at the platform layer can quickly allocate resources in the form of data
according to application requirements.
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Paper proposes to build an energy information management platform based on
blockchain technology. This design method has the data characteristics of multiple
subject access and panoramic data access (shown in Figure 2).

Figure 2. EI features.

EI based on block chain technology is a huge network system, including internal
and external information from the power network system. Functions such as data
collection, data integration, data storage processing, data services, and data
applications have been implemented to support the stable operation of EI. The data
source layer has multi-source data characteristics and is divided into internal data
and external data to help data collection and processing. The data integration layer
provides powerful data extraction, transformation, and loading capabilities for data
analysis and use. The data storage function is divided into traditional database
storage and distributed database storage, providing low-cost and highly scalable data
storage solutions. The data storage functional layer can support storage requirements
such as structured data, unstructured data, and semi-structured data; it can support
low-latency and timely queries of structured and semi-structured data, and it can
efficiently load and process unstructured data in batches. The data service layer
provides cross-business analysis models and data mining algorithms; establishes a
big data association analysis model library and algorithm library; implements
flexible configuration and expansion of data analysis models and algorithms, and
adds accurate real-time data value.
The combination of blockchain technology and energy routers promotes the
integration of energy flow, information flow, and value flow, forms a closed loop of
value and builds a next-generation energy infrastructure. Effectively fusing these
multi-source and heterogeneous related data can mine more hidden knowledge to
obtain more accurate prediction results.
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Through the establishment of EI Analysis and Application Platform, various data
of energy supply, consumption, and related technologies are integrated. This
platform can provide big data analysis [33] and information services for government,
enterprises, schools, residents and other different power users. EI-blockchain sharing
platform provides users with personalized recommendations for power sales
programs, popular power sales program planning, and other services. In this
application, grid companies are the data provider of the integrated service platform,
because have advantages in terms of capital, technology, and data resources.

Figure 3. Application Architecture Diagram of Blockchain System.

3. Experiment and methods
3.1 Data Fetch
Paper's research project is based on blockchain technology to apply and manage
EI projects. The data source of the experiment is blockchain transaction data, energy
equipment data, and application feedback evaluation of electric energy users. The
following describes the methods of obtaining and implementing data of each party in
turn:
Intra-chain transaction data of blockchain: extract data generated by the
operation of the blockchain. The extracted data content includes Blockfile block data,
Consensus Algorithm data, historyDB data, and stateDB data.
First, block data in the Blockfile is parsed into JSON files format. After parsing
into JSON files, we use Spark [34] software for data processing. Due to the high
complexity of the data structure of the JSON file, Spark cannot be directly read and
calculated to obtain the ideal result. Use wholeTextFiles to read file and call relevant
data processing function to convert JSON format with high data complexity into
JSON format with single line storage. For example, call explode function to parse
JSON data in the nested format, and then call count function to count the number of
transactions. Finally, parsed data is passed to Scala, and the script is called to
perform calculations on JSON file (shown in Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Block File Data Extraction Process.

The detailed data acquisition method is to call the data acquisition function
(shown in Figure 5). The first step is to read blockfile binary file: write a for loop
structure to extract the bytes array1 of each block, and then call destroyBlock()
function to convert the bytes array1 to Common.Block type storage format. The
second step is to call proto.Marshal() function to serialize common.Block type into
an array of bytes array2, and then store the bytes array2 corresponding to each
block into bytes.Buffer structure. The third step is to call deserializeBlock() function
to convert data stored in bytes.Buffer into Json type and store Json files in the file
system. Blockfile is composed of multiple serialized binary data. The binary data of
each block consists of two parts: one part is a variable-length binary number with a
maximum length of 8 bytes, representing the block length; the other is a binary
number representing the content of the block.

Figure 5. Block File Conversion to JSON File.

Data parsed in the block also needs to create RDD/DataFrame [35] for
calculation. We store the data tuples describing blockchain into DataFrame data
format. Use Scala [36] to create a List container to hold tuple data. Iterate through
each transaction in blockfile, store parsed transaction data into the created tuple, and
finally convert tuple into DataFrame format. Each row of DataFrame data format
represents a transaction, and each column represents various attributes of transaction
(shown in Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Data Format Conversion.

Experimental data also requires the number of calls of each chain code in
blockchain, the number of transactions of each organization, the number of calls of
each chain code, and the number of read and write sets. After getting all the data,
you can call groupBy() function to group columns of the Dataframe to achieve
statistical analysis. "Timestamp" records the number of transactions that occurred
within the time stamp, "Block number" records the number of transactions contained
in block, "Function name" records the number of times chain code function is called,
and "Mspid" records "MSP"(Management Service Providers) submitted the number
of transactions, "Chaincode name" records the number of times chain code was
called.
Relevant data of kafka [37] consensus algorithm based blockchain is also a part
of experimental data. In the docker [38] container of blockchain, call "Kafka
consumer script" to obtain consumer data and create data as a KafkaInputDStream
object. Parameter of KafkaInputDStream object is the IP field of Zookeeper [39] and
Topic name is connected. KafkaInputDStream object can be connected to Kafka to
decode the corresponding topic data. Kafka data can be parsed into three types:
KafkaMessageRegular
(message
type
generated
by
sorting),
KafkaMessageTimeToCut (message type generated by packaging into block
processes) and KafkaMessageConnect (message type generated by the connection
process). Kafka data is a two-tuple of the form <K, V>, and the data structure of <K,
V> is a String type. V obtains byte array by calling the getbytes() function, and then
deserializes byte array by calling the protobuf() function. Both HistoryDB data and
StateDB data of blockchain can be obtained from Blockfile block data and do not
need to be obtained again.
Energy equipment data and user feedback comment data belong to the off-chain
data part of the blockchain. Energy equipment data is obtained and recorded in realtime through sensors of smart devices. In this study, energy equipment data were
classified into four different data feature groups. "Operations" stands for business
operation data for energy equipment. "State codes" represents the status codes of
energy devices. "Hwinforegs" represents the hardware usage of the device.
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"Commands" stands for the marking instructions for energy equipment.
"Regcategories" represents basic information about power equipment. Smart energy
data structure is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Smart Energy Data Set.

3.2 Methods
The project of the paper takes HyperLedger [40] blockchain technology as the
underlying technology, combined with Hadoop [41] big data application technology.
Use Apache Flume to store data in HDFS [42], and finally use Spark to obtain data
in HDFS for calculation (shown in Figure 8).

Figure 8. Architecture of Project.

A combined model for broad learning in this project-CNN and LSTM fusion
model (shown in Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Data Fusion Breadth Learning Algorithm Model.

The combined model maps multiple types of data (data block data, energy
equipment perspective, user perspective) to high-dimensional non-linear potential
space (POI space), and then uses word embedding technology to represent data as a
vector of low-dimensional space. Based on this, a simple, preliminary distributed
representation is formed as the input to the model.
Assuming the dimension of the vector is d, the length of the comment sentence
from the POI perspective is 𝑙𝑙𝑃𝑃 , and the length of the evaluation sentence from the
user perspective is 𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 , then each comment in the POI perspective is recorded as
𝑋𝑋 𝑝𝑝 ∈ 𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝×𝑑𝑑 , shown in formula(1). Each comment from the user perspective is
recorded as 𝑋𝑋 𝑢𝑢 ∈ 𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢 ×𝑑𝑑 , shown in formula(2).
X p = { X 1P , X 2P ,..., X 1P }
X = { X , X ,..., X }
u

u
1

u
2

u
1

(1)

(2)

𝑝𝑝
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

Sum
and 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 is sub-vector of the i position of sum 𝑋𝑋 𝑃𝑃 and 𝑋𝑋 𝑈𝑈 . Using 𝑋𝑋 𝑃𝑃 and
𝑋𝑋 as inputs to a convolutional neural network model ( CNN [43]), abstract local
features are extracted through a convolution operation. For example, the
concatenation of the i to j sub-vector in an energy data is 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖:𝑗𝑗 , as shown in formula
(3). The length of the convolution kernel is h and the weight matrix of the
convolution kernel is W ∈ 𝑅𝑅ℎ∗𝑑𝑑 , convolution operation process is shown in formula
(4). The abstract features extracted by convolution operation C, shown in formula
(5). L is the length of a data vector, b ∈ 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑 is the offset term.
𝑈𝑈

X i: j = xi ⊕ xi +1 ⊕ ... ⊕ x j

(3)

=
ci f (W X i:i + h −1 + b)ci

(4)
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c = [c1 , c2 ,..., cL − h +1 ]

(5)

Let 𝑋𝑋 𝑃𝑃 and 𝑋𝑋 𝑈𝑈 be the features obtained after CNN training as 𝐶𝐶 𝑃𝑃 and 𝐶𝐶 𝑈𝑈
respectively. The characteristics 𝐶𝐶 𝑈𝑈 of user perspective are not transformed, and the
characteristics 𝐶𝐶 𝑈𝑈 of the behavioral perspective are used as input to 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 [44]
(long-term and short-term memory neural network).
P

Output h at the last moment in 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 is the final feature of the behavioral
perspective. Semantic sequence features of data text can be learned in 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿. Each
block 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 depends on output ℎ𝑡𝑡−1 of hidden layer at previous moment and input 𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡
at current moment, 𝑡𝑡 represents the current moment and 𝑡𝑡 − 1 represents the
previous moment. Each block contains three thresholds and a memory cell state at
the current moment. The input threshold is 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 , the output threshold is 𝑂𝑂𝑡𝑡 , the
forget threshold is 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 and the current cell state is 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 , Principles of 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 are shown
in formula(6-11).
it = σ(W i xt + Ui ht−1 + bi )

(6)

ft = σ�W f xt + Uf ht−1 + bf �
o

o

(7)

o)

ot = σ(W xt + U ht−1 + b

(8)

ut = tanh(W u xt + Uu ht−1 + bu )

(9)

ct = it °ut + f°ct

(10)

ht = ot °tanh(ct )

(11)

Values of 𝑂𝑂𝑡𝑡 , 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 and 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 are in the range of [0,1], ℎ𝑡𝑡 is the output of the hidden
layer at the current time 𝑡𝑡 , 𝑊𝑊 𝑖𝑖 and 𝑈𝑈 𝑖𝑖 represent the weight matrix to be trained, δ
represent activation function, 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 and 𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡 represent the output value of activation
function. Output ℎ at the last moment of 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 is taken as the final feature of the
POI perspective. Finally, the top-level trend prediction layer merges the potential
representations 𝐶𝐶 𝑝𝑝 and ℎ generated by the first two layers (convolution layer 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶,
recursion layer 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿), and sets the entire model architecture prediction purpose to
minimize

errors,

y ∈ {0,1} samples
n

Lij =
{(k , l ) : fik < fij , yik =
1, yil =
0}, f ∈ R

*nlabels

nsamples *nlabels

is

real

label

of

data

and

is prediction of classifier. As shown in

formula (12):
ranking ( y, f ) =

1

nsamples

nsamples

i =1

∑

1
| Lij |
| yi | (nlabels − | yi |)

(12)

4. Results and discussion
The combined model predicts energy distribution, supply trend of EI platform
and user's power demand by training on multiple data sets. And final prediction data
is within the minimization error range defined by ranking function. The
experimental training model gives the accuracy of prediction. According to the
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accuracy, it provides a better service supply for users in energy supply network. In
this experimental data set, 85% of the data is used as training data and 15% of the
data is used as test data. According to the final result set, the experimental
evaluation indicators shown in Figure10 can be obtained:

Figure 10. Data Training Distribution Ratio

Figure 10 shows the experimental results of the energy data set divided into a
training set and test set according to different proportions. To verify the rationality
of the design model of this paper, the Retailrocket dataset, Last.fm dataset and
Energy dataset were used for testing. The Retailrocket data set is often used in the
prediction work of the recommendation system. It collects data from a real-world ecommerce website. All values in the data set are hashed. The Last.fm dataset is also
commonly used in recommendation systems. It is a dataset about the sequence of
songs that users listen to. As a representative of the implicit feedback data set of
context information, it includes two parts: listening to songs and user information.
The commonly used public data sets are input into this model for verification, which
increases the contrast of the experiment and also verifies the advantages of the
model. Effect of the experimental dataset is shown in Figure 11-Figure 13.

Figure 11. Effect of Energy Dataset.
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Figure 12. Effect of the Retailrocket Dataset.

Figure 13. Effect of Last. Fm Dataset.

In the presentation of the experimental results of the energy dataset, three data
perspectives: energy equipment data, block data, and user perspective data will all
play different proportions in the prediction of the data results. Among the three
different data sections, the energy equipment data has the largest effect on the
prediction accuracy, and the block data has the largest impact on the prediction
recall rate. In the experiments of the Retailrocket dataset and Last.fm dataset, the
contribution of block data to the prediction accuracy is also the largest, which proves
the correctness of building EI model based on blockchain technology. Detailed
obfuscation matrix data are shown in Table 1:
Table 1 Different Data Set Confusion matrix evaluation.
DataSet
Energy Data
Retailrocket Data
Last.fm Data

Precision
0.934
0.921
0.893

Recall
0.948
0.924
0.908

F1-score
0.941
0.922
0.901

Testing experiments with different data sets is the first step of model detection,
and comparing the experimental results of energy data sets in different algorithm
models is the second step of combined model detection. The combination model is
compared with the four algorithms selected by the traditional machine learning
model library: Decision Tree Method, Random Forest, Logistic Regression, and
SVM, and the four artificial neural network models selected by the neural network
learning algorithm: RBF [45], GMDH [46], LM [47], FNN for detection and
comparison. As can be seen from the data results in the Table (2, 3), the precision
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value of the CNN + LSTM combination model can reach 0.947, the recall value is
0.936, and the F1-score value is 0.941. The effect value is better than each machine
learning algorithm and each neural network learning algorithm, which validates the
advantages of the combined model.
In addition to these optimistic data, we also need to note that the energy data set
has only a low error in the training data in the detection of different models.
However, this is not the case because of the lack of rigorous test data in the data set.
For example, in traditional data models, a mistake is using a model with 1000+
parameters to fit a data set with only 200 observations. Another kind of undetectable
error is: use a regression model to divide data set into parameter estimation and
verification calculations, and these two parts determine the percentage error (Mean
Absolute Percentage Error). When the calculated MAPE is too high, replace the
model and recalculate MAPE until MAPE value is small enough. Although these
validation data are not used for model fitting, they are used when constructing model
variables. In reality, it is impossible to build models using exact future energy data.
To sum up, you can get good results by glancing at future data, but it is impossible
in practice. Detailed comparison diagram is as follows Figure 14-Figure 15:

Figure 14. Results of Traditional Machine Learning Algorithms.

Figure 15. Results of Artificial Neural Network Algorithm.

Table 2 Different Traditional Machine Learning Confusion matrix evaluation.
Method
Decision Tree
Random Forest
Logistic Regression
SVM
CNN+LSTM

Precision
0.842
0.843
0.882
0.919
0.947

Recall
0.829
0.857
0.861
0.898
0.936
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F1-score
0.835
0.850
0.871
0.908
0.941
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Table 3 Different Artificial Neural Network Confusion matrix evaluation.
Method
RBF
GMDH
LM
FNN
CNN+LSTM

Precision
0.832
0.851
0.857
0.909
0.947

Recall
0.845
0.834
0.887
0.923
0.936

F1-score
0.838
0.842
0.872
0.916
0.941

5. Conclusion
Based on EI platform, this paper applies blockchain technology and broad
learning to perform multi-source data fusion calculation, research. Paper
comprehensively processes data of three modules of energy equipment data,
blockchain data, and user feedback evaluation, and uses a combination of spark
computing and deep learning for experiments. Through the prediction analysis of the
experimental model, the user's demand for power and energy is given within
specified minimum error range. In the end, information coordination of EI will be
improved to provide users with better services.
In general, experimental results can effectively achieve the design goals of our
experiments, and prediction accuracy is also within an acceptable range. We have
conducted a series of experiments and analysis to show that our proposed
CNN+LSTM solution is feasible, efficient, and achieving a high prediction accuracy.
Comparing with other algorithms or existing work, our proposed solution also
contains acceptable computation complexity. We demonstrate our work for recent
advances in blockchain and justify our research contributions to meet prediction
challenges for EI. However, experimental research is carried out on the offline
collected data set, the fusion analysis of real-time data has not been implemented for
time being. This direction is one of the key points of future research.
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